College Ombudsman May Open Seventh St. ’Office’
By PATSY MILLER
Staff Writer
Spartan
J. Benton White, first ombudsman in
the history of higher education, is
quite sure where he is going, but he
is open to suggestions on how to get
there.
He is thinking of setting up a table
on Seventh St. as a way to meet the
students and discuss campus problems.
"What is my job? 1 really don’t
know as yet. I have been asked that
question about 20 times and I lime
come up with 20 different ways of
saying ’I don’t know.’"
"Awareness is important. I am currently doing my best to become acquainted with the people, the campus
and the community. I woke up last
night and thought of all the people I
haven’t yet met."
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IN SCANDINAVIA
fn Scandinavia the ombudsman has
been used as a sort of peseple’s representative in the bureaucracy, someone
the people can come to with problems
of "red tape."
Although White was away during
the tension week of Sept. 18, he is
aware of the problems of discrimination on the SJS campus. In 1961 he
participated in a study on discrimination of college approved housing. Individual test groups of white and
Negro students were- sent to rent
vacant housing.

"Ai that time there was found to Is.
discrimination in women’s housing,"
White declared, "but in the men’s almost none." He indicated that the results are still to be found and the
problem as evidence by the recent
charges are still not solved.
IMMEDIATE ACTION
White’s immediate concern are the
problems brought to the surface by the
United Black Students fur Action
eUBSA -discrimination in housing,
athletic program and the( Greek system. "We will start where we are ...
deal with these problems as they exist
But the former campus minister is
not concerned solely with Negro discrimination. He can see the problems
faced by Mexican -Americans, Orientals, the foreign burn on campus.
White, born in Birmingham, Ala.,
and a southern resident for 25 years,
is not too concerned that his background will influence his ability to
deal with discrimination. "I hope to Is’
thought of as a person, born in Die

South." In other words, to be thought
of as tt person, not a category. This is
his philosophy of human relations he
hopes to apply as ombudsman.
"1 wits not untouched by the problem. I was always aware of it. I was
brought up to love thy neighbor’ . . .
people said it and I believed it."
"Being a Southerner might make
some difference. but 1 don’t quite un"
derstand how it dues us my
IN SOUTH
White was in Birmingham during
the 1956 boycotts, talked to civil
rights workers, sympathized with
them ("It took a lot of guts"). Serving
on the Mayor’s Council on Human Relations in Lincoln, Neb., he worked on
the problem of discrimination in
housing.
White, 36, prior to his appointment
was director of Wesley Foundation,
campus Methodist organization. He
was granted a leave of absence from
this post. He is currently completing
requirements for a master’s degree in
theology at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary in Berkeley.
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The Methodist minister was appointed to the position last week by
President Robert D. Clark to be the
administrative link in a campaign
against raeial discrimination on Cain pus.

Since his appointment, the sit spoken young man has been reading
up on the relatively new concept of
ombudsman and can see its possibilities in areas beyond discrimination.
"An ombudsman can function well
in matters of human rights and human
relationssort of a gate in a stonewall type of position," stated White.
Ile added that it could work well in a
problem such as loss of identity on a
large campus where students may be
IBM numbers and not Individuals.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

More than 820 students and faculty members signed a petition yesterday in support of Pres. Robert
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D. Clark’s action cancelling the
SJS-UTEP football game Sept. 23
to avoid threatened racial violence.
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Rate of Vietnam War Casualties KSJS Airs
May Sur-pass Korea by Next June1 Candidates
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By Associated Press
At the current rate of slightly
more than 6,000 casualties a
more than 6,000
month, the total by next June
could surpass the 157,530 that
made the Korean War the fourth
bloodiest in the history of the
United States.
The two are hardly comparable,
however, for one man died in
combat in Korea for every three
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33 killed and 53 wounded, a decline from 37 killed and 88 wounded in the week of Sept. 17-23.
Enemy casualties rose slightly,
the U.S. Command said, reporting 1,155 of the Viet Cong and
infiltrated North Vietnamese were
killed. The count for the previous
week was 1,134.
Viet Cong terrorists were reported to have killed 64 Vietnamese civilians, wounded 64 and
kidnapped 32, boosting this toll
since Jan. 1 to 2,570 killed, 5,141
wounded and 3,578 abducted.
U.S. pilots flew 118 missions
Wednesday in the aerial bombardment of North Vietnam, a topic
of debate in the U.N. General Assembly, though the Vietnam war
is not on the assembly’s agenda.
Speakers of 23 nations, including
five allies of the United States in
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, have urged a halt.
The intensification of the air
effort was shown in attacks that
again took tdreraft to within 10
miles of the Red Chinese border.
The raidspressed through heavy
ground fire and harassing flights
of MIG jetsincluding an attack
on the Chien Chiang highway
bridge, previously on the Pentagon’s list of restricted targets.
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WAR DEATH RATIO PROTESTED
SIX MEXICAN -AMERICAN students picketed the San Jose
Draft Board Wednesday. They were protesting the "overwhelming percentage of Mexican -Americans killed in Vietnam." In
the foreground is John Garcia, spokesman for the small group,
and to his right is Ramona Gonzales. "This is expected to be the
start of a larger movement," Garcia commented.
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Flint, Super Hero
Fights at Flicks

blank.
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A rnunt wit 11 a rigaretiit lighter
with 83 uses, aided by a harem of
four lovely beauties, endangered
by scientists with deadly abuses,
"Our Man Flint" comes to the
Friday Flicks tonight.
Shown at 6:30 and 9:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium, the 107
minute color film stars James Coburn as Flint, the world’s greatest secret agent. Admission for
the college community is d:),.
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By Associated Press
A former SJS coed is following
her surfer boyfriend on land while
he paddles his way from San Francisco to Newport Beach for the
second time.
Sandri Dombroski is driving
Larry Capune’s 1954 station wagon
along the coast and will meet him
with supplies when he comes
ashore each night.
Capune, 23, a Newport Beach
lifeguard, is attempting to make
the journey in less than the 18
(lays it took him in 1964.
His first day at sea was scheduled to end yesterday at Half
Moon Bay, 25 miles south of San
Francisco.

N.Y. Soloists Play Tonight
The group, drawn from 11 voThe "Invitation to Arts" series
will open tonight at 8:1:1 in Con- calists and instrumentalists, have
more than a hundred numbers in
ceit Hall with live members of
repertoire, including works by
the New York Chamber Soloists American composers Mel Powell,
appearing in concert.
Gunther Schuller, Easley BlackSelections from Handel, Piston, wood, and Henry Brant.
Tiekets for the performance may
Mozart, Beethoven, and Coultcrin
will be lierfortned by Isidore Co- he obtained without charge to fachen, violin: Albert Ftillvr, harp- ulty and ttudents in the Student
sichord; Melvin Kapliti, oboe, Al- Affairs Business Office or :it the
exander Kougell, cello, and Ynez door upon presentation of faculty
or student body card.
Lynch, viola.

KSJS will present an hour and
half election special program
from 5-6:30 p.m. Tues., October

a

10.
The first hour will consist of a
"Candidates New Conference" in
which all ASB presidential aspirants have been invited to answer
questions from a panel of newsmen representing radio, television
and newspaper media.
At 6 p.m. the phone lines will
be open to candidates to receive
questions from the KSJS listening
audience on "Open Phone."
"The program is designed to enable the students on campus to
know more about the office seekers and acquaint them with the
issues immediately before the opening of the poles on Wed., October
11," according to Gordon Greb,
associate professor of journalism.
The moderator will be Jim Braden, news editor of the RadioTV News Center in the Department of Journalism and Advertising.
The news panel will consist of
Dave Silverbrand, Valarie Dickerson and Don Cox,
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HARRY EDWARDS, SJS instructor, and leader in United Black
Students for Action, afiirms his supoort of Pres. Robert D.
Clark’s cancellation of the SJS-UTEP football game. At left is
Warren Blumenfeld, originator of the support petition.

Harry Edwards, instructor in sociology and anthropology and the
man who launched the protest
against racial discrimination which
ended in the game cancellation,
was one of the early signers.
All names collected so far were
obtained in a five hour time period yesterday, according to Warren Blumenfeld, junior sociology
major who originated the "Support Dr. Clark" petition now collecting signatures on Seventh St.
"Now th,?y want me to initiate
a ’Recall Reagan’ petition," said
Blumenfeld. "I’ve been considering
it, but not seriously before today.
The big problem would be that
signers for that petition would
have to be able to vote."
Yesterday Blumenfeld got a permit so that he can collect funds
at his table to pay for photoduplication of the petition.
Copies will be sent to Pres.
Clark, Max Rafferty, state superintendent of public instruction and
Dr. M. 0. Moore, San Jose physician and head of a committee calling for Pres. Clark’s resignation.
"We still need a lot of help
manning the table." said Blumenfeld. "It’s next week we really
need the support." He said signatures would be collected a5; late
as Wednesday.
Blumenfeld emphasized the fact
that faculty members as well as
students may sign the petition.

Future Fertilizer

Scientists Tap Ocean’s Wealth
By LINDA ARENA
Harvesting fertilizer from the
sea could be one future application of research to be conducted
by a group of SJS scientists under
direction of Dr. Robert Amid, professor of geology.
Beginning Oct. 14, they will
examine and analyze cores of the
bottom of Monterey Bay. Basing
their activities at Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories, used by five
state colleges, they will operate
from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey’s ship Davidson. A National Science Foundation grant of
$150,000 is basis of the project’s
fund.
In return for the money, "We
are committed to do a certain
amount of work and research,"
said Dr. Arnal. The study will include oceanographic conditions in
Monterey Bay, the effect of wave
act ion, dist ribut ion of currents on
the surface and bottom, and sediment distribution anti transport at ion.
DEEP SEDIMENTS
To accomplish this, the researchers will take cores of bottom sediments. They will take
aboard a recording bottom current
meter, which the "Davidson,"
though extensively equipped, does

not. have. It can be left in one
area and record changes in the
currents over a period of time
while the scientists work on something else.
The Davidson will set out early
each morning and return at 8
or 10 p.m. Only two will board it
per day. "To give proper traning
to a person, you have to have him
with you all the time," said Dr.
Annul, "You cannot take care of
the instruments and explain to
more than one person at a time."
MASTER’S THESIS
MORINTS of a Marine Biogenetic
Sediments class will gain field experience on the Davidson. A
geology graduate student, Steve
Wolf, will gather data for his
master’s thesis.
He has started a study of currents in shallow water and will
continue further study in the
deeper waters of the bay. Dr.
Skapinsky, petrography professor,
will also study cores.
"It is very important to be efficient because the approximate
cost to run a ship like this is
$2,000 per day," Dr. Arnal stated.
He plans to publish a paper on
his results.
Dr. Arnal was born in France
but came to the United States in
1951. After the war, he explained.

"A lot of the young people were
not interested in anything. The
professors were not back. Lodging
was hard to find. The social and
economic situation was had.
VENTURA GEOLOGIST
At that time, he held the
equivalent of a master’s degree
and wanted to study in oceanography and marine biology. "If
I could have studied in France, I
probably would have stayed
there," he said.
He came to study at Woodshall
Oceanographic Institute and rereived his Ph.D. He then worked
for Gulf Oil Corporation in Ventura as a research geologist. The
company wanted to transfer him
Is) Pittsburgh.
"I didn’t want to leave California," the professor said, "I
didn’t like the work too much because the oil companies have a
tendency to transfer you too
often,"
He decided to investigate teaching and came to SJS in 1958. "I
am very glad I did. It doesn’t pay
as well, but I still prefer teaching."
Dr. Arnal would like to use the
Davidson often. "As long as we
can get some ship time every year,
we will do it. However, it would be
more convenient and more effi-

cient if we could have a ship of
our own."
His eventual goal is to set up a
Iii
lie
complete program in
sciences for students. He would
like to see students able to take
a full load of classes at Moss
Landing, instead of a few units
there and a few on the SJS campus.
PHOSPHORITE
Another SJS instructor who will
participate from the shore is Paul
Dickert. assistant professor of
geology. He will be examining the
cores for phosphorite, a nutrient
useful in fertilizer. "It is important
to know how it got there, and if
It is currently forming or in the
past."
The project is made in cooperation with the government. "Few
colleges have the facilities to do
these collections," said Dickert.
"This type of collection is important to us and to them.
"There is no phosphorite produced in California, and other
parts of the world. It’s important
to know the extent of these. materials on the continental shelf."
Examination will be made of
fauna and fossil animal life on the
shelf. Prof. Edwin C. Allison of
San Diego State also is assisting
in the project.
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mere asked the question.

"Ah wish somebody’d ask to marry HER ... !"

Thrust and Parry

Editor:
"A Journey of a thousand miles is begun
with one step."
It is not the ALF members who should be
on trial but their instructors, so called SJS
intellectuals, because they have failed the
students by not giving them constructive alternatives to fight our Paranoid -MilitaryIndustrial Complex. Intellectuals failed Germany in the ’30’s and America in the ’60’s.
It is high time individual conscience played
a part in local, state and national policies.
If Johnson’s policies are not in accord with
your own, then you are the traitor, if nothing
is said or done, Are you free?
If war is delayed, if it is not stopped, history
will judge the New Left, not local appointed
school officials. History will say the "New
Left" has done its part to turn this nation
from Hydrogen War. Have you done your
part? Remember there is no place to hide
from Hydrogen!
Frank noniron, A6060

’Interesting to See When
Liberty Means Slavery’
Editor:
The American Liberation Front has given
rise to many philosophical as well as factual
questions. The "Whereas" statements (as appealed in Tuesday’s Thrust and Parry) that
led to their "therefore" conclusion did not
appear to be legitimate. At least they do not
offer any evidence to convince me that, they
are legitimate.
However, there seems to he a deeper question. The name of the organization is a misnomer. They do not represent American principles as stated in the Declaration of Independionee or the Bill of Rights. A more
signifirant question is, WHOM ARE THEY
LIBERATING? What are they a front for?
Individuals making free choices comes to
my mind when I think of liberty. Its opposite
is slavery. The ALF, which claims to represent liberty I or is it liberty-front?), attacked
the choice of people in the ROTC program.
ROTC is not a required course; it is selected
as a matter of free choice between alternatives. In this ease, ROTC reinesents liberty.
There is a choice. The ALF postulate seems
to he. "We will do our hest to abridge the
right to make a free choice when it conflicts
with what we consider I., he on the be,’
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for duty in thy war zone during the same

to) Sen. Fulbright, commending him
for his actions. The measure was passed
despite the protests of many Hum-
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slated for Vielman duly desert in July,"
the dispatches report. But, say Army Pub-

terest." The ALF is representing slavery.
There is no room for choice.
It is interesting to see when liberty really
means slavery. George Orwell called it
"doublethink."
Steve M. De Lueettl, # A1626

’If ROTC’s Unacceptable
Can’t Enrolled Object?’
Editor:
To the officers and members of the American Liberation Front:
You have stated your opposition to the
present ROTC program at SJS and threatened to take action if it is not immediately
discontinued because of your ultimatum.
However, the ROTC program was established here at the request of the college for
the benefit of the students who wish to participate in it.
If you have the right to object to this
program, or any other policy of the school
or military, don’t others have the right to
disagree with you, and to participate in the
ROTC? Shouldn’t they be able to perform
drills uninterrupted by picketers and students
whose purpose is to disrupt this drill?
If the ROTC program is unacceptable,
shouldn’t the students enrolled in this program be the ones to object to it, perhaps by
dropping out? The program couldn’t continue
without interested students enrolled in it. In
either case, a student should have the right
to participate or not, as he chooses, without
having others disrupt the established program.
Carolyn Richey, # A9426

’I Commend Participation
In Worthwhile Program’
Editor.
As an American, a veteran and a student
am disgusted by the actions of the NLF
and with their masons for demonstrating
against the ROTC.
If members of the NLF are not aware of
the necessity of maintaining a strong armed
force to protect this country’s freedom they
apparently are not aware of what has been
going on in the world Mace man left his
cave to take part in society.
I am definitely in favor of our maintenance of a strong armed force and as I was
an active member of it for two years I saw
the benefits or end products of America’s
ROTC program.
In my opinion, the officers commissioned
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FRI. AND SAT. -4 to 2 a.m.

through this program are, in most cases, excellent ones. It is necessary to have capable
officers to run an army.
If the NLF is against war and killing, it
should direct its charges and complaints at
the American Government, not the ROTC
program. If the cadets in the ROTC program
wish to contribute constructive efforts in the
maintenance of American freedom and not
try to destroy the safeguards, which keep
her free, as some organizations are attempting to do, why not let them.
I wholeheartedly commend the cadets for
their participation in a worthwhile program.
As a student, I am ashamed of the demonstrations put on by fellow students against
the ROTC.
Michael (I. Buckley
A3443

Readers Define Courage
For ’Certain Committee’
Editor:
"Step Down in Favor of Somcone with
Greater Courage . . . "?
A certain committee has demonstrated an
appalling lack of understanding of the true
definition of courage. We wish to set it
straight:
CControl of a situation occured rather
than avoidance of the issues.
0Obligations to the school and community were met, in realization of possible violence detrimental to all.
UUnderstanding of the huinan element
behind the problem, rather than a Bureaucratic muffling of it, was emphasized.
R-- Rational decisions were made in a vital
situation in accordance with the pressure
groups involved, at the sari ifiee of only one
night of school spirit (the game can be rescheduled>.
A Accused and convicted without a trial",
Dr. Clark has stood up for his beliefs, risking
personal and professional humiliation.
G "Great school", a phrase inadvertently
mentioned by Dr. Clark’s adversaries, will only
continue to be true of San Jose State with
progressive leadership as displayed by President Clark,
- EEffective resolution of the immediate
problem was accomplished, and plans have
been made to eliminate future problems.
Could you have done better?
We wish to offer our vote of confidence
to President Clark.
Sandy Ilatiner, AIMS
Loretta Brandt, A9237

’A hat about those brave 10.000? Personal observation indicates they fall almost invariably into one of the following:
young Solunteers, usually just out
school, who are disillusioned with
their present ditty station: 12) career officers and eolisted men who feel personal
careers wouhl he "enhanced" by combat
duty: 13) soldiers with personal
knits of all kinds, who forget problems
lents
aren’t afraid to accompany them into war:
11 "cm ..... andoes" of all ages who simply
opbat; and I
enjoy danger and c
portunists of all rank and age willing to
risk their rites for war,’ combat pay.
\lore thorn one high-ranking career officer or enlisteil matt has been heard to
exclaim they fear the Vietnamese war
have a chance to
might end before
reach the front. \limy volunteers have
’,win seen figuring how much hazardous
duly. conduit, and overseas pay will boo
added to their monthly paychecks.
Let’s admit it. Until the United States
is capable of building an impregnable
wall ar oit ml its borders, our nation faces
involvement. 110110rilhle or dishonorable,
with other countries. Unhappily, armed
conflict may always accompany such involvement.

a

SOME PREFER MILITARY
Let us also realize a large segment of
our soul ’t prefers military life with its
danger :mil y iolenee. Thousands of young
men line lip daily at military examinal
:tat’ s hoping to enlist in a lifeIiitio
to reer Often they are turned away for
"failure to meet high military health and
mental standards" while the unwilling hut
ql with
wile
tohysically fit draftra
open arms.
The concept is 20 years overdue, but
the time has come to start pressuring
again for a purely volunteer Army.
For every 10 Army men who volunteer
itt Vietnatn, one seeks to avoid such duty
Ii all costs. That’s what the Army says.
Hite wonders why so many young men
are then asked to sacrifice two years of
their lives (at least) through involuntary
conscription.
,iurely America has more than One
runied in lividualist in 10.

ALL-COLLEGE
DANCE
FRIDAY, OCT. 6
8 PM-1 AM
2 Great Bands

75e Stag
$1.25 Couple

10th and WILLIAM
OPEN DAILY AT 4 p.m.

D.U. HOUSE

DELIVERY-295-3805

155 SO. 11TH ST.

PREMIERE BAY AREA
PERFORMANCES

DICK BARRYMORE’S
ALL NEW, PERSONALLY
NARRATED FEATURE.LENGTH,
COLOR FILM

"The Last Of The
Ski Bums"
A NARRATED SCREEN PLAY
ABOUT THE WORLD
OF THE SKIER
PALO ALTO
TUES. 8 WED.. OCT. 10-11
HENRY M. GUNN HIGH SCHOOL
780 Arastradero Road
SAN FRANCISCO
THURSDAY, OCT. 12
Nourse Auditorium
Hayes and Franklin Sts.
All shows at 8:30 p.m.
Box offices open t 7 p.m.
T.,I,I.. ...AAA.. at must ar...1
1...,
an./ .1
louff

SJS Speech and Hearing Center
Offers Treatment to Area Children
Hy KATHLEEN LACKEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Jon, do you see this picture?
the therapist says. "Fell flit what
is happening. What would you do
if you were the boy in the picture?"
Jon is one of children and adults
in the San Jose area receiving
speech therapy in the SJS Speech
and Hearing Center. Ile has a
serious hearing problem %\ filch has
caused speech defects. Working
with him is a speech therapy graduate student preparing for a career in speech therapy.
In the tiny therapy rooms are
tables and chairs scaled to size
and large mirrors. Six to ten less
advanced speech therapy students
id-,rve and take notes during the
- -sn from behind these two-way
inn rors.
Last year 392 children and adults
received several hundred hours of
therapy. Close to 100 SJS students
were provided with therapy

through Speech Cormd ion 1
classes or private sessions.
More than 50 students were
seen by an ear-nose and throat specialist, free of charge, for diagnosis of any physical speech or hearing problems.
The therapy is free to students
and $10 a semester for others. This
money covers the cost of supplies.
Dr. Ward Rasmus, director of
the Speech and Hearing Center,
said, "Anyone with any difficulties is welcome to come up or call
and make an appointment. In fact,
we have one part-time faculty
member hired just to work with
students. We don’t feel that students should give therapy to other
students."
The program for speech therapy
majors is so arranged that students reaching a certain level take
on actual cases, with the supervision of graduate students. Only the
latter are allowed to handle cases
alone.

Twiggy Fan Starves
HALAISTAD, Sweden I API

--

An IS-year-old Swedish girl who
Wanted

to

look

like

her

ideal,

thmadlike British model Twiggy,
died a living skeleton in a hos-

The other four girls, who managed to lose weight without losing
appetite, were shocked by their
friend’s fate and broke off their
cures. Their diet consisted mainly
of fruit arid milk.

The clients range from children
age 4,2 to people 75 to 80 years
old. Most of the elderly persons
are those who have developed
hearing problems or need speech
therapy following strokes. However, the bulk of the clients are
school -age children.
Clients are recommended by physicians, schools, dentists and parents. "Many people have learned
about the program by word of
mouth. One woman was recommended by her beauty operator!"
Dr. Rasmus explained.

Moderne Drug

Co

Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY

at seven parochial schools, one it
the pre-school clinic for the city
health department and one For
approximately 350 persons referred
by doctors and schools.

Last year advanced students pmHod over 2500 ear screenings in
I II, San Jose area, including those

SPARTAN

rriday, October A 1RA1

D.

CAMPAGNA,

for that
memorable day..

Jr., owner

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE

293-7500

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

ilk_r_rt Carved’
DIAMOND RINGS

Let SILVA Prepare Your Car

The artisans of Artearved have
made it a practice to bring to
life every woman’s engagement
ring dream. See our complete
ArtCarved selection soon.

for the Cold Winter Ahead
Anti -Freeze

GARAGE SALE
Motor Bikes & Scooters
1 Gilera 300 cc To highest bidder
2 Words 1966 Models
124 cc
$150 es.
3 Larnbrettas 1966 Models
30 Miles on them, practically now
$150 ea.
I Gilera Hid Climber
Took Many Santa Clara Trophies
To higbest bidder
1 Rabbit
To highest bidder
150 cc, self starter, practically new
Mission Yellow Cab Co.
Phone 293-5010
615 Bird Ave.

mn.v-

Hudson’s
Jewelers

Tune -Up
Battery Check
Radiator Hose ConneCtion5
Nest to the
Shell station

78 5. 4+11 s..

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

56 South First
295-0527
Parking in rear of store
Open Thurs. nights
Open an areotuot moon!

Late for Class? We’ll Park if for You. Low Rates.

AullwonaRd

AysCarve Jewo,00

pital here following a self-imposed
"Bunting cure." doctors reported!

OVER 21?
NEED $5?

today.
The girl died of undernourishment, complicated by pneumonia,
after she had become afflicted by
a psychic disorder that made her
refuse food. She weighed only 45
pounds at her death, said doctors
who treated her in this southwest
coast town.
The girl and four of her school
mates who had idolized Twiggy
decided lalt New Year’s on a
Banting mire of their own. The
Banting cure, named for William
Banting. a London undertaker,
who used it, consists of avoiding
mealy, oily or sacharine foods.
afflicted
The
18-year-old was
shortly by a neurosis which made
her refuse all food.

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
40 Bassett St.

294-6535

BARTELS and BLAINE

San Jose

\

CAN

Ill.11:1:11.

A & W ROOT BEER

DISCRINIINATION?
Topie to be dismissed by I.V11BERT

1/01.1’111N.

%minor

and

Nationally known Speaker. Quertion /Answer period following. Refreshments --All Welcome ROYCE
1151.1. 1.011 SCE 7:30 p.m.
351 S. 8th Si,

SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO
396 SOL111-1 FIRST ST.
"TO
plus

292-6778

SAN JOSE’S NEWEST DRIVE-IN
SPECIAL

STEAK $ 99
I 1.151P11.11
DINNER

For Your Convenience:
Speedy car service

SIDNEY POITIER
WITH LOVE"
SIR,
_lid 8. SANTA CLARA

SAN 105o

"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Air

1582 SOUTH FIRST

conditioned patio

Circular fireplace

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
ON

NOW OPEN
FOR YOUR PLEASURE
Featuring World Famous A & W Root Beer
and the Delicious Burger Family...

Our Menu Also Includes:
Hot dugs
Chili

dogs

Submarine sandwiches
Fish

sandwiches

French fries
Shakes
Freezes

Am

Ii

a

Floats
Root Beer in fake home
containers

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK KNTV

A Size for Every Appetite...
A Price for Every Purse

1SPARTAN

1 ,y. Plirinhor R. 19(7
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A Salute to VS’ Marching Band
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Ready to meet the foe. SJS precision marching band is a mig’nfy spectacle coming down the field presenting a challenge to rival musicians.
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The ’Band Aids’ help stress the band’s diversily.
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Virr
Baton twirler Sandy Germaine is a halftime delight.
Pludns 115

Itoski

Fir
aver notcs dr,cpite a iarring pace.
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No place for stragglers

What’s Happening
On the Peninsula

Communists’ Propaganda
Irritates Traveling Prof

sTAGE
Curran, San Francisco, "Dumas and Son," starring HerEdward
mione Gingold and
Everett Horton.
Chicle Star, San Carlos, the
Seekers will perform one night
only this Almalay at R p.m.
Actors Repertory Theater, 25
W. San Salvador, "Rain" at 8:30
tonight and tomorrow.
GuslIghter Theater, 3166 Monterey Road, "Tatters, or, The
Bartender’s Daughter," at 8:30
tonight and tomorrow.

ItN PAT T(MN:1.1.1)
( nitwits Life Editor
What the tourist can expect
when traveling to an lion Curtain country is a question few
Americans can answer. But according to Frances Robinson,
SJS prittessu:’ of musts’, recently
returned from a visit to four
Iron Curtain count rie s, an
alaindance of propaganda is one
thing the tourist can he sure of.
Profesor Robinson traveled to
Czechoslovakia. Yugoslavia. Poland and Russia this summer
following her spring semester
sabbatical in which she toured
the great opera houses of Europe.

MUSIC
"Macbeth," by Verdi. San
tat
Francisco Opera, War Ale
Opera House, at R tonight.
Edo Mandolin Orchestra, San
Jose City College men’s gymnasium, 2100 Moorpark Ave., at
8:30 tomorrow night.
ART
Carl LeIninger Conununity (’enter, 1300 Senter Road, Joyce
Bolton’s paintines and one-man
show of non-objective oil and
acrylic paintings by Annette
Kaylor.
Chenoweth Gallery, Saratoga,
protography by Lee Bailey.
Paint Brush Gallery, Saratoga,
collection of oils depicting the
West by Forrest Wood.
Raslerurdan Art Gallery, Park
Avenue, paintings by Marjorie
Close.
Triton Museum of Art, 99 S.
Second St., paintings by Mike
Wood, photography by Charles
Sanders, sculpture by Angelo
Caravaglia and paintings and
drawings by Michael Cunningham.
UptitaIra Gallery, Fremont
Avenue at Sunnyvale -Saratoga
Road, paintings, sculpture and
other works by the art faculty
of De Anza College.

33 New Students
Need Tutors’ Aid
The Latent Educational Abilities Program (LEAP) will hold
a meeting today at 3:30 in rooms
3 and 4, Bldg. V, for students
interested in tutoring freshmen
attending SJS under the LEAP

program.

;

The program was organized
last spring by Dr. Y. Art um Cabrera, associate professor of
elementary education. It has enabled 33 high school students
not qualified under general admission standards to attend SJS.
"The college felt the nerd to
become involved in problems of
the community," said Dr. Cabrera. "We recognize that a good
many youngsters have the ability, but lack the chance to develop their potential for academic success."

Photo 6,, Johr Me

COMBINING her li’Deral arts education with jewelry techniques
learned in clziss, SJS art student Judy Wallace creates her own
jewelry design. Creativity is stressed along with technical production in the jewelry design class.

Dr. Robert Coleman

Liberal Arts Needed
In Jewelry Design
its RMS.\ It ’,’s IS
Span in Daily Staff Writer
"Most European jewelry
schools give a technical background to their students. They
don’t want the people to think,
they would rather have human
robots who can do Oie work and
keep the production moving
right along," declared Dr. Robert R. Coleman, associate proart.
fessor
Dr. Coleman toured England
and Denmark for seven months
this year, doing research on
jewelry procedures. He believes
that the American liberal arts
education is far superior to the
European concentrated study.
"Europeans emphasize long
apprentice programs ifour to
seven years) in which students
are intensely trained in the oatchanics hut not the drisiii,"
commented Dr. Coliman.

er

SHIRTS $ .31
DRESSES $1.25

"In America we have a hard
time competing against European
jewelry techniques because of
their centralized study. However, we can compete in design,"
said Dr. Coleman.
The class, Jewelry Design,
approaches the field artistically
and the students are encouraged
to he creative, aecerding to Dr.
Coleman.
A thorough understanding of
the properties of the materials
used and good craftsmanship are
accented.
Dr. Coleman explained that
most technical schools in Europe only stress making a living. The schools teach a vocation and nothing else.
"While in Europe, geld, silver
and precious stones are used, the
classes here experiment with different INpes of inatifial to obtain a piece of jewelry." said
Dr. Coleman.

She visited Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, an old walled city often
called the "Pearl of the Adriatic," and Prague, Czechoslovakia, which she has visited before. She then traveled for the
first time to Warsaw, Poland.
"This is where the propaganda
really began," relates the professor. "Our guide was a very
smart young man who was
thoroughly brainwashed himself ... the discussions between
he and the tourist group I was
with were of ten somewhat
heated."
From Warsaw Professor Robinson and the tourist group
traveled to Brest, Russia, and
when they arrived. "customs
procedures were not simple to
go through. Officials were
especially interested in any reading material we had."
The group then traveled from
Brest to Kiev on a train the
pmfessar describes as "the most
dilapidated train I’ve ever seen.
But Kiev was enjoyable. The
people seemed happy and pleasant."
In contrast, Professor Robinson says that in Moscow "old
women were sweeping streets at
11:30 at night, pasting signs on
billboards and hauling up buckets of cement to repair buildings." She stayed in a hotel directly across from the Kremlin,
where she saw the "daily procession of mourners going across
Red Square to Lenin’s tomb."
At Leningrad, the Russian city
whose beauty impressed Professor Robinson the most, the tourists stayed at the hotel which
Hitler had selected as the site
for his victory ball. Particularly
beautiful. says Professor Robin_

F:. ’ a October 6.
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son, was the Hermitage, an old
Czarist castle converted into a
museum.
"But the most beautiful and
treasured works of art are of
the Czarist age," comments the
professor. "and you see only
what the Rusians want you to
see."
Throughout Russia. says Professor Robinson, "The guide
pelted its with the line, ’All we
Russians want is peace.’ It irritated us that we were propagandized all the time."

Who’s in
Control
Most of us like to feel
that we’re "in the driver’s
seat." But what happens
when, for one reason or
another, we lose control
of our experience?
In this public lecture,
Charles W. Ferris, an
experienced Christian
Science practitioner, shows
how we can take control
of our experience
by submitting to the perfect
control of God.
In three actual and vivid
experiences he tells how
health was restored, a
business career saved,
and human relationships
corrected, all when the
individuals involved
willing to submit-to the
perfect will of God.

were

DAY’S

Admission is free.
Everyone is welcome.
Christian Science Lecture
sponsored b,
F.’s,. Ser, d and Third Churches
oi Chris, St;entist
San Jose
SCOTTISH RITE TEMPLE
Third end St. James Streets
Son Jose

make a great week

Why live plain? iiyi
r.,.e. (hopefully/
After all, you’re or!:::,
then it’s a bit of a climb to Off -Campus VIP.
Now. enjoy!
And be quality about it Only Day’s makes sport
casuals and slacks ham the finest fabrics and is so
picayunish about their famous fit it’s individual
because, frankly, you are. Put some great Days in
your week, now At quality fashion stores every"--ashington 98401.
where or writs nai

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 7th,
It A.M.
Ch;ld Care P,v;ded

Gazni.,01.7

SPECIALiZIAG IN ThE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
POSSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

Special cleaning pro. with this ad
Sewing Also
College Cleaners
293-6501
484 E. Soo Carlos

a
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For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

IMAGE Et ROPA

First Baptist Church

850

LINCCLN

AVENUE

295-9082

2nd & Son Antonio
Morning Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.
Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Mimster to Collaiians
ennmsemewmwnmwee.

Don’t laugh at
Charles Van der Hoff ’s
big ears. He can hear
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
Mornnig Sern:nar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.
M.AiS

at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

TONIGHT

SAN JOSE STATE BAHAl CLUB
INVITES

"Men must recognize that teli;.!ioa should go handBaba u’llah
in -hand with science.Every Friday
232 S. 10th St. ;=-2

8 P.M.

All Welcome
248-5081

.........,..................-...,......./.-../........
.:
.
NEWMAN
sz
sz

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER

.;
:s

Daily Mass Mon., Tues., Thurs. 4 P.M.
Fri. 1 1 :40 P.M.
Sunday Mass
5 P.M.
Staff

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Sister M. Antoinette
Mr. Sheldon Tracy

79 S. Fifth St.
44-..’",111444010,0.1.601.14,41.011","!"."4".

295-1771

s,:.
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:

Social -life

majors, take a
look at Charles Vail der
Hoff. He can’t play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
movie. And then
look at his ears!
A bit much? Yes!
But --Charles Van
derHoffcanhear
a bottle of tart,
tingling Sprite
being opened in the
girls’ dormitory
from across the
campus!
What does it
matter, you say?
Hahl Do you realize
that Charles Van
der Hoff has never
missedaparty
in four years?
When he hears
those bottles
of Sprite bing uncappedthe roars --the
fizzesthe bubbleshe runs! So before you
can say anti -existentialism, he’s getting in
on that tart, tingling, slightly tickling taste of
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good timeis his.
Of course, you don’t have to
have ears as big as Charles Van
der Hoff’s to enjoy the swinging
taste of Sprite. You may
just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life.
vpi_22511 Ref!.
WITS SPRITE

Jose State students and faculty to one in a series of
weekly discussions related to the dynamic New Faith of Babel.
San

SPRiIr.,S0 TART AND
TINGLING, WE
JUST COULDN’T KEEP
IT QUIET.

Towne & King swie0er ;shirt
in swinging MI calms ... $16
on

from

the scene and tc,r,’ I it II carlp,J.; v.nar’ A :,...11Gh
New
plain basic sweater. a He more jaunty and fashionable with
polo collar and button placket Designed by Towne and King in
warm lambs wool in your favorite colors.
the

Play Pigskin Parley .
000 :n p. zno. Get yoer
eirl ii us,: rirodlos ,1 sr., - o!o,-,hase rzooJsary.

G-1R.OrDII\TE3
VALLEY FAIRSHOP MON THRU FRI. ’TIL 9.30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIO CENTERSHOP MON. THRU FRI. III. 9:00 P.M.

F’ lay Ortober
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Spartans Hope Former Booter
Football
Prefers
Mini-Gridder
Stiffer
Foe
UOP

(

V, ()I*4111’
11 am.

Syr% 1 sew:

Spat tan Varsity water imlmsts
a’ pc to find the competition a bit
,differ tonight from what they
1,.e.e experienced during the past
!at, weeks.
The University of Pacific will
and
the Spartan pool ,,t
stop an SJS machinc
.!
knocked off Cal Po!
sma St. Mary’s and San i
In the three

Chapel of lleconei ia I am
’lentil and

San

Carlo -
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BACK TOGETHER’!

Topic:
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TIME

SELL

Campus Pastor: Don Ernmel
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TEDDY

CAROL DODA
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MISS DIANA DENNIS
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plus "THE INTERNATIONAL FIVE"

Campo.

l Hated

irs

8 pro.

Show Starts

No Cover

Jow State Cull ’’a

ci.ist Chords for ilia

United

OUT"

Phone 298-2040

THE CONDOR 300 COLUMBUS
SAN FRANCISCO

(lamp’s.
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SPARTAN DAYS
SALE 1=i
GET ACQUAINTED

.1:1AYS

ONLY

SUITS ...

SPORTC OATS

Get acquainted special

Get acquainted !..pecial

Complete stock. of natural shoolder suits including new Lill arrivals
11(101.
from f, "II I

7.50

all wool felted

tel navy blazer.
Discount

0

*30"

tweed sporteoats
Ill,potted and domestic

NOW 1/2

Spartans have amassed 97
1, mita while holding the oppo,
lion to 13.
In a preliminary game. the SIN
It eshmen will battle the Modesto
S,\ au and Racket Club at 7 p.m.
Hie Spartans will be facing a
ampod COP team which will la.
I
without their S111;11...1.0
.1,..
at year, Jim McKenzie.
.}
graduated.
JC’s HELP
However, Tiger coach Connor
Sutton acquired the services of top
junior collegians Steve Donahue
ifrom Delta College and Steve
1Cohee from Santa Ana JC.
1.10B will lie coming into Spartan a a ii with victory on their
minds after losing twice to SJS
!ast year, 10-6 and 13-4. The Tiger,
finished last season with a 16-11
reeord and sport a 3-2 mark this

"Our starting offensive group
has been giving us some outstanding passing and teamwork," Walton praised. "They play an unselfish game- always working for
the free man and a better shot."
Leading the Spartans in the assists department passing off for
a better shot- have been starters
Tim Halley, With seven, Greg Hind
and Jack Likins with six. Second
stringers Mike Monsees and Bill
Gerdts have five apiece.
Walton will be starting Hind,
Halley, Likins, Steve Hoberg, Dennis Belli and John Schmidt in the
field with Dennis Lombard in tho
goal. As in the past three games
the second and third stringers will
probably see action also.

.

.

Sweaters . .

new fall arrivals
at cardigans; v -neck, turtleneck and
Crew pullover...
350/0 DISCOUNT

PREMIERE BAY AREA
PERFORMANCES

3 Day Special
Now 50% off 11
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
Values from
$5,95 to $8.95

ALL NEW PERSONALLY
NARRATED FEATURE-LENGTH
COLOR FILM

"The Last Of The
Ski Bums"

Now 1/2 Price

PLUS ALL OTHER ITEMS AT OUR REGULAR 35% DISCOUNT
No

Layaways

No

THURS.

Refunds

A NARRATED SCREEN PLAY
ABOUT THE WORLD
OF THE SKIER

Students

3 DAYS ONLY

No Exchanges

Faculty

FRI. - SAT.. OCTOBER 5-6-7

PALO ALTO

Employees

THURSDAY NITE ’TIL 9:00 P.M.

TUES. & WED., OCT. 10-11
HENRY M. GUNN HIGH SCHOOL
780 Arasiradero Road

DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE

BAHR CREDIT CARDS

IL RUG

WELCOME

SAN FRANCISCO

1.NIVEHSITY MUN’s SM.! S

THURSDAY, OCT. 12
Nourse Auditorium
Hayes and Franklin Sts.

0 AT SATHER GATE

SAN JOSE

BARRYMORE’S

DICK

All shoots at 8:30 p.m.
Boa offices open at 7 p.m.
Tickets available at most area
sporting goods stores and at
auditorium boa offices.

125 S. FOURTH

C.

. . ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE.

NOW COMMA
BURBANK

552

S.

EXCLUSIVE

BASCOM-295-7738

ENGAGEMENT
1433 THE ALAMEDA

EVERYBODY!"
7/ME MAG.

oLumela!NrTURE.$

De Broca’s Crowning Touch I
66

Plif.SENTS

lOLL!

291-3060

We can’t tell you about
the end ... You’ll have to see it

"KICKS FOR

08

EXCLUSIVE

2nd Week

ALAN
BATES.

added

SARATOGA

UNION 7-3026
ENGAGEMENT
14502 Big Buis
867-3026
The New Yorker: ’’Brilliant’

"In practice I never miss the
short ones and usually hit about
SOCCER MEETS FOOTBALLAhmad Bayati, SJS’ soccer -style
seven of 10 40-yard kicks. On 45field goal kicker, pops another football towards the goal during
yard boots I can usually make
a Spartan practice. Bayati kicked a 39 -yard field goal against
five of 10," he said.
Arizona Slate,
Although Bayati misses most of
the contact that is associated with
football, he still keeps himself in
good condition. "I do a lot of running and exercising to stay in
shape," he said. "My legs must
be in top condition to kick the
long field goals."
SJS li:wrierg will ii looking’ for Jury, I still a question mark for
Ahmad hopes to become pro1heir Iir-t win of the season Sat- Saturday. "He has been working
ficient enough in his new sport
week andi s coming around,
out
tinlay when coach Ted Banks takes
a spot on a pro grid team,
but we’ll have to wait and see." to earn
hi,.; troop to the Sacramento In plans to return to his home
Ted Lydon, who has also been but he
Tehran, eventually. "I’ll probt ational.
out due to an injury, was expected in
teach or work in industry in
Carrying the lead banner for to be ready for the Sacramento ably
I return, but when
the Spartans will be Darold Dent. meet. but Banks reported that Ly- Tehran when
not sure. I sure
Two weeks ago Dent won the Long don’s knee is still bothering him. that will be I’m
like to kick that ball," he added.
Beach Invitational in record time,
Coach Banks plans to run evwhile last week he placed second eryone in the meet including the
in a meet with the Athens Ath- freshmen. The remainder of the .5
I
letic Club.
varsity squad will make up a "B"
2
Banks listed the top seven run- division team while the frosh will E.=
E
ners for the "A" division as Dent, compete in their own clam.
Bernie Kraus, Charlie August.
The Spartans will be facing some
FOOTBALL
Erich Russell, Dave Barni, Mike tough competition with UC BerkThe only team to win an "A"
Bailey and either Pete Santos or eley and Stanford supplying the
league game Wednesday never
,Dave Funderburk.
stiffest test. The meet will also
took the field. Da Fuzz won on a
I
Santos, who has been out of ac- feature Sacramento State, HumMoulder Hall who has
tion for two weeks due to an in- boldt State, Hayward, and Fresno. forfeit from
_
dtopped out of the league.
The Army ROTC-Has Beens
GLORIA’S HAIR FASHION
and the Allen Hall-Acacia games
both ended 0-0.
STUDENT SPECIAL
Me and Them, who smashed
Acacia 33-0 Monday, was held to
15% Discount With ASB Card
a 6-6 tie by Phi Mu Chi.
Long or Short ... Your Hair is Our Business
The lone fraternity "B" game
No matter what shape your hair is in
found Delta Sigma Phi beating
our beauticians will find you a glamorous style
Sigma Phi Epsilon 10-0.
Just Come In and Try Us
In "C" league action, quarterphone 286-8651
back Paul Garcia threw five touchMon. -Sat 9-5
Evenings by App
Sun. 9.2
down passes, three of them to Den1184 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
nis Garcia as the Federales
swamped the Toads 37-6. Markham Hall beat Alpha Phi Omega
13-0 and Allen Hall No. 2 topped
Moulder Hall No, 2 9-0,

Harriers Look for Win;
Run in Sacramento Meet

ntramura Is

2nd
Thrillinj
Week

CIAV
CY.4 -

Now
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Life: ’’A Spashy, Surf-Soaked Sleeper"

The Endless Summer ocIROOLICING 11VC 01 1.411rat 5 MOP Crararryratoc.

UR

,LILIANE BROUSSE.,o FRANCOISE HEIDRICH
c.c...

CO-HIT:

"SOME LIKE IT COOL"

r-

MILK
EXCLUSIVE
Adults Only!

400 S. 1st-294.5544
t I
,,li
tik4

Comedy co.bit

FALL SPORTS
The tennis tournament continues today with matches at 3
p.m. and 4 p.m.
Today is the deadline for entering the 2-man volleyball tournament.

jakl.

on display in our lobby ...
one man show of paintings by LECOQUE

Newsweek: "Breathtaking"

"LA BELLE AMERICAINE" =

NEVER MISS
, by Doug Me-erd

"LECOQUE HIS LIFE & WORKS"
and "HONOR IS SAVED"

Comedy co -hit: "PLEASE TURN OVER

indoor

Va.

Large Gias6

SOCCER TOURNAMENT

EXCLUSIVE

The industrial arts major found
the adjustment from soccer to
football an easy one. "Of course
there is a lot of difference between the two games, but I still
kick the ball the same way, so
adjusting has been easy," he said.
In practice Bayati rarely misses,
although he finds kicking during
practice more difficult than during a game. "The environment is
much better in a game because
the grass is cut shorter and your
concentration is better," Bayati
said.

C

I.
WORLD CUP

SCHOLARSHIP
"The main reason I am playing
football instead of soccer at SJS
is because of the scholarship I
receive to play on the football
team," Bayati said. "Also, the
Sport is a challenge and there is
the possibility of a future in professional football if I can become
good enough."

FREE

TECHNICOLOR’
TECHNISCOPE.

.0.00C1010
MAO
ran ,n
!KUSH
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pine;

nefurnlisfic
color

The 3-6, 140 pound athlete is a
of Iran and is playing his
first year of inter-collegiate football since his arrival in the U.S.
in 1964.
In his first game, SJS’ 27-16
loss to Arizona State, Bayati
missed his initial attempt from the
29-yard line, but split the uprights
with a 39-yarcier in the third
period of the contest.
"I missed the first kick because
I hit the ground before meeting
the ball, but I’m improving and
it shouldn’t happen again," Bayati
said.

native

Bayati came to SJS from Victo,
Valley J.C., where he played soycet for two years. He was a member of the Victor Valley team that
has won the Southern California
soccer title the last two years.
His soccer coach encouraged
him to attend SJS and also started
to instruct him in the art of field
goal kicking.

UNSELFISH GAME

$3608

All Dress Slacks
$14.95 to $32.50

one quick movement the missile isi
guided towards the goal post bar1
I. by the instep of the powerful foot.1
The ball quickly reaches its!
, maximum height and then gently1
floats over the middle of the cross
bar. The official immediately extends both arms over his head to
signal . . . three points. Another
held goal by Sayan.
This sight has not been viewed
by many Spartan football fans so
far this fall, but if Bayati is given
I the chance this scene may become
commonplace.

Probable starters for the Tigers
Cohee, Bart Nelson, Lonnie
1, :11
Bob Allen, Rex HOOrMY
and Craig Martin in the field
with Mark Cooper in the goal.
Spartan Coach Lee Walton expects more of a swimming team
fonn UOP this year. Last year
the Tigers played a sitting game.
feeding the ball to McKenzie, according to Walton.

Discount
SIUCkS .

By DENNIS ANsTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
The small body looks out of
place as he stands posed in the
middle of the football field in this
world of giants, but Abroad Bayati
has a job to perform and he is
determined to do it.
The player kneeled in front of
13ayati barks out coded signals
and then suddenly the ball is
snapped and action begins.
The miniature figure explodes
towards the spot where the holder
has gently placed the ball, and in

Willi

York

,, STEAK
SMALL STEAK
Frf-i parking

Any steak

Salad,
baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad.
baked potato.
bread and buffer
ut 38 S. 3rd Street

ANGELO’S
72 E. Santa Clara

STEAK
HOUSE

297-7184

Bakrnas
Flower Shop

Flowers,

$2.25
$1.35

Corsages,
and
Bouquets
for special "I"’
occasions or
"just because."

10.11.1 & Santa Clare

292-0462

I:’

Booters Shoot for Second Win

s
lit

In its quest for a national
championship, the SJS soccer team
takes on its first league opponent,
the UOP Tigers, tomorrow afternoon in Stockton.
The Spartans already have a
1-0 record with a 6-0 victory over
Westmont College last Friday.
The Tigers, however, should
prove to be a tougher team than
Westmont. Last year UOP gave
the Spartans a good fight before
bowing 2-0.
"They gave us a tough game
last year," said head coach Julie
Menendez. "and they have several
players back from that team."
One of the players back from
last year is Roberto De Valencia,
the Tiger’s big gun. "He is fast
and can hurt you if he gets away
on you," Menendez said.
Leo Pizarro, inside forward,
teams tip with De Valencia to give
the Tigers a potent scoring punch.
UOP also has a good defense
sparked by center half Juan
Flores and goalie Bismark Andrade.
The fact that the game is in
Stockton during the day may
hamper the Spartans.
"They will be tough on their
home field and the heat may hurt
us," Menendez said.
The Spartan starting 11 will

Ill

THREATENING SIGHT--Opposing goalies will be seeing alot
of Ed Storch this season. The center forward for the Spartan
soccer team, who will start against UOP tomorrow in Stockton,
was last year’s No. 2 scorer.

NBA Fives
Spartans Aid Apaches Clash Tonight
To Grid League Lead In San Jose
The undefeated (4-01 San Jose
Apaches of the Continental Football League (CFI.) have many reasons for their first place standing,
and eight of them are ex-SJS ;riders.
In the pass-catching department,
Steve Cox and Bill Peterson continue to sparkle at split and tight
end, just as they did last year for
the Spartans.
Peterson was the fan’s choice
for Player of the Week for the
local’s first home stand against
Victoria. He has 15 receptions for
three TD’s, 254 yards, and a 17
yard-per-catch average.
Cox has 15 completions for 211
yards, a touchdown, and a 14.1
yard average per snare.
Rounding out the Spartan contingent that played for SJS last
season are defensive end Martin
Baccaglio and 6-3, 240 pound offensive tackle Sam Moore.
Both have turned in outstanding
seasons thus far. Baccaglio has
overcome 1966 injuries to join CFL
leaders in the tackling department.
Chon Gallegos, the nation’s leading passer for SJS in 1961, is still
a leader. His 544 completion mark
heads all other CFL signal-callers.
He has 17 for 31 completions for
235 yards and a 7.6 yard average.
Ron McBride and John Travis,
whose SJS careers spanned 1962-65,
continue to be defensive threats

Sox Blank Cards,
Even Up Series

The World Sire’s moves to St.
Louis Saturday for the third game
with the teams tied up at one
game apiece.
The Boston Red Sox completely
dominated yesterday’s game by
shutting out the Cardinals 5-0.
The Rex Sox’s Jim Lonborg held
the Red Birds in check, allowing
only one hit, a double by Julian
Javier in the eighth inning.
Carl Yastremski smashed two
home runs and drove in four of
the Boston runs.

minute they play.
Last, and far from least, is
specialty man Dick Tatley, who
played the 1964-65 Spartan seasons. The chunky 210-pounder has
connected on six of eight field
goal tries, 14-15 PAT attempts, and
is 4th in CFL individual scoring
with 32 points.
The Apaches face their toughest
test of the season when they meet
the strong Orange County Ramblers at Santa Ana Bowl Sunday
at 6:30 p.m.
eVel.%

VESPA
If You Can Sit In A Chair,
You Can Ride A Vespa
Over 120 miles per gallon
4 models starting at $359
Special student discounts

.10MIF4NOTR=10.,

FREEll

\

’S

cki Chalet

4

244 S. 2nd St.
HEAD KNEISSL FISCHER
ROFFE
LANGE KASTINGER
Open daily 9:30-6:00
Mon./Thurs. 9:30-9:00
P HO\ E 286-t)1011
Sales Rintels Repairs

SEE WHAT MAKES VESPA SO RUGGED,
RELIABLE AND HANDSOME at

BROOKS Cyclery

1615 Almaden Rd.
San Jose
297-7390

college students!
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR MARINE OFFICER
CANDIDATE TRAINING
PLATOON
LEADERS CLASS
mole freshmen, sophomores
and juniors

UNDER ONE OF
THESE PROGRAMS:

TED & WILLIE VAUGHN
invite you for a . . .
FREE 20c soft drink

OFFICER
CANDIDATE COURSE
male seniors and recent
graduates

ad This offer is

AVIATION OFFICER
CANDIDATE PROGRAM
Right training for male seniors
and recent graduates

DINNERS
.89
1.29
1.49
1.99
&
.49
.29
.74
.79
1.19

1/2 Lb, Ground Round
Top Sirloin
New York Steak
16 Oz. T -Bone
Burgers
Steerburgers
Steak Sandwich
Chicken Plate

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
Top Sirloin

1.09

WOMEN OFFICERS
CANDIDATE COURSE
women undergraduates and
recent graduates
EACH PROGRAM
LEADS TO A

DRAFT BEER
23 No. Market St.
Downtown San Jose

PLATOON LEADERS
CLASS, AVIATION
male undergraduates interested
in aviation

Open until 11-00 p.m.
297-9689

COMMISSION

2nd Lieutenant,

OF

0NirED STATES MARINE CORPS RESERVE

Available for banquets and parties.

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
COL,IEVA PICTURES

...ELIZABETH

RICHARD

TAYLOR BURTON
THETANIING
Pi OF THE SHREW
THC TILIRTON-TEFFIRELLI FROOLICTIOR OF

* NOW *

Want to move up fast
in aerospace/electronics?
Hughes is where
the action i

CMno RESEItin SEA1S.1.13KJ.M..Crif

STUDENT RATE: $1.50 MAT. EVE., $2 FRI., SAT. EVE.
SCHEDULE
2u4-854318i
Wednesday 2 P.M.
42pn.; Ce n te
moon,.
Sat , Sun., Holi. 2 & 4.30 P.M.
Sun. thou Thurs. 7 & 930 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Eve. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
and ,ely 111.d
NO RESERVED SEATS
E, t_orn.no Rao,
Santo Cloo
Tickets Available at Boa Office at Feature Time

C IN EM A I 5 0

HUGHES

America’s Most Beautiful .. .

TIVONCIT AIRCRAFT

HOFBRAU
Authentic German food
Imported and domestic brews
on tap

You can go forward, go fast, go far ...at
Hughes Field Service &Support Division.
If you are seeking a stimulating assignment where you can get in on the
ground floor of the rapidly-expanding
aerospace/electronics field, capitalize
immediately on your background and
training, and progress quickly toward
your career goalsHughes Field Service & Support Division in Southern
California will welcome your inquiry.
Some current fields of interest include:

Live music Friday and
Saturday night

GARDEN CITY

110F 0110 C
31

11

San Jose

t

TIC() S
1 AC CI S
Take a Tico Break!
Any time, day or night, Tico’s is open to satisfy

1
,
1
1

you with two delicious barbecued tacos. Only two
for a quarter a+ Tico’s. Stop by tonight and take

1

that well-earned break.
LPh
IO

Sophomore Boogaard, leading
forward on last year’s JV team,
made his debut with the varsity
in the Westmont game and scored
a goal.
Storch and Camacho led the attack in the Spartan’s opening contest by scoring three and two
goals, respectively.

Dinners served with roll, french fries, or baked potato.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service ,
ri
I

i

consist of All-American goalie
Frank Magiola, fullbacks Arthur
Romswinckel and Luis Mintegui,
halfbacks Gary Iacini, Fred Nourzad, and Samil Deus, center forward Ed Storch, inside players Bob
Reed and All-American Henry Ca macho, and wings Bob Davis and
Bob Boogaard.

with purchase over 59c and Student Body card or
good all year.

The San Francisco Warriors and
the St. Louis Hawks clash tonight
at 8 in an exhibition game at
Civic Auditorium, in a possible
replay of last season’s National
Basketball Association playoff.
Both squads should be considerably weaker than when they
last met in the playoffs. The
Hawks will be missing Richie
Guerin and Lou Hudson while the
Warriors will be without the services of superstar Rick Barry, who
jumped to the rival American Basketball league.

Sr %ILYA \ !SALLY -7

Friday. netoher 6 1987

First League Game

le 0 rClowilp,wp:ilwwwwwwwwwwwwwriview:wwwwwwwww41 011d St ACIIVIeS

1

DESIGN ENGINEERING
Openings exist for Electronic and Mechanical Design Engineers in the development of Trair,ns & Simulators and in
the design of checkout and test equipment for lafge missile and aerospace
systems. These responsible positions
require interest and/or experience in
such design areas as: analog circuits,
digital logic, switch/ relay logic, electromechanical packaging, infrared testing, inertial guidance and Command/
Control systems.
Responsibilities will
include all phases
of design and
development
from concept to
final fabrication
and evaluation. M.S.
or Bachelor’s degree is
required in E.E., M.E. or Physics.
FIELD ENGINEERING
The Field Engineer’s job ranges from
complete contractor maintenance of
electronic systems to technical assist .111,C ill. pliffialy tUio,,tiui In. ts.i asiA

the customer at operational sites. Responsibilities include: providing maintenance, operational and technical
assistance; formal and informal on-thejob training; logistic assistance and the
investigation and solution of equipment
problems experienced in the field. Requires a Bachelor’s degree in E.E.
or Physics. Experience with military
fire control, radar or communications
systems is desirable but not mandatory.
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING
During design phase, positions involve
analysis of the feasibi lity of built-in, self test features, application of automatic
checkout equipment, standardization of
circuitry design, minimization of adjustment and alignment requirements
and packaging of the product. During
system development, assignments will
involve production of a complete set of
integrated logistics support documents for use as planning
guides. Requires B.S. degree
in E.E. or Physics,

training devices, plan field training programs and prepare courses for use at
customer bases. Requires a Bachelor’s
degree in E.E., or Physics. Experience in preparing and presenting
technical electronics material in the
classroom and laboratory is highly
desirable but not mandatory.
ENGINEERING WRITING
Specialists in printed communications
convert complex engineering data into
simple, accurate, illustrated support
publications, including technical manuals, orders, brochures, sales proposals,
etc. Fields of interest include: digital/
analog computers, display
systems, digital and

_=

voice satellite communications systems
and many others. Requires a
B.S. degree in E.E. or Physics.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October 20
TECHNICAL TRAINING
Hughes Technical Training prepares
both civilian and military personnel to
efficiently operate and maintain advanced electronic systems. Technical
Instructors conduct training classes at
Hughes California sites and work die,_tly with ci,..t.ao,d -.. to evolve

For additional information on the career opportunities available at Hughes
Aircraft Companyand to arrange a
personal interview with our Technical
Staff representatives please contact
your College Placement Office or write:
Mr. P. J. Waldron, Hughes Aircraft
Company. P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles. Calif. 90009
a

,,,,,
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Theta Xi Gel s Best Grades
For Third Se mester in Row
award and set precedence over its
competitors by extending its first
place performance to three semesters.
Pledge scholarship was awarded
Epsilon whiili
Phi
to Sigma
boasted a 2.56 g.p.a. trailed by
Each semester awards are given Sigma Pi with a 2.48 g.p.a.
to actives and pledges of the outThe scholarship improvement
An additional trophy went to Sigma Pi which
standing house.
trophy is awarded to the "most placed second in Fraternity house
improved" fraternity house.
competition.
The awards are based on grade
the
compiled
by
as
point average
AERO PRE-REG
student actin ities office following
each semester.
Pre-registration for all aeronauLast spring, Theta Xi placed its tics department courses has been
actives first with a g.p.a. of 2.60 extended to Oct. 9.

Ft-May,.fletnber R. 1067

RT AN OARS

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

Theta Xi became the first fraternity in the 32 -year history of
the Inter-fraternity Council to
win the Outstanding Scholarship
Award for three succesive semesters, following announcement of
1967 spring grades.

-

OFFICERS OF Theta Xi surround their recent 1FC Scholarship trophies, I. to r., president Tim Clark holding the semester house trophy, vice-president Joe Ortiz with the "actives" award, treasurer Randy
Chilton with the annual house
trophy, Larry Caputo, secretary. and Gary Strewn, house
manager.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Inter-Varsity Christian Ft Howship, 7:30 p.m., 137 Ni ili tiC 11.
Women’s Gym,
Sparta tined,
8:30 p.m. Sports activities follov.ei’
by a dance at 10 p.m.. music provided by. ’’The Soul Survivors."
Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and 9:30
p.m., Morris Dailey At
Friday Flicks, "Our Man Hint
starring James Coburn.
L.D.S. Institute of Religion, 7
p.m.. 10th and San Fernando
Movie -Oklahoma!" folk IWO(’
a dance.
I.S.O., No meeting. Picnic Sunday at Kelly Park. reservations in
Ad. 201.
Muslim Student Organization, R
p.m., E9210. An organizatio Cr
meeting for all interested student
Occupational Therapy Major.
3:30 p.m.,
HB301. Orientation
meeting for freshman and transfer students.
SATI’IMAY
American Society of Mechanical
Engineer% 11 a.m., at Vasona
Park. Beer and steak picnic. members 90 cents.
Phratereu International, 2 :2’) to .1
I’m., Women’s Gym. Get acquainted ice cream social, open to
all interested women students.
SUNDAY
Spartan Tr -C, 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., 3rd and San Antonin.
’SION DA.V
Alpha Phi
m e g is, 7 p.m..
pledges in F:D.447, actives in
ED444,

9 45 o

10th & San Fernando
STUDY CENTER
LOUNGE
RECREATION FACILITIES
SUNDAY STUDENT ACTIVITIES
10 A.M. Seminar
6 P.M. Student Suave, (50c)
6:45 Roger Willierns
Discussion Group

ALL STUDENTS
WELCOME
I A.M.Midnight Deily

. or

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

3rd and San Antonin

rov ,

ft tell

Oct. 6-8

s V" 1 cs.J1,--,, i

Cow Palace
San Francisco
:(TER OLTMM CELEBRATION

,
1

!,.icals or Snacks, Ours Are Delicious
OPEN

7, 1 ,

TUESDAY
through
:

t

SUNDAY
7 a.m.-I0:30 p.m.

WI-other you’re hung -y for a full course dinner or
iJS’ A s.lack, we givo you g-ect food and prompt

cnisTAI. (:HEIMERY
On, BIM, fr

"IS

CIi.kl’El, OF RECONCILIATION
360 S. 10th St.
L.
..

Chaplains:

Roy Hoch
(Lutheran)
,
/

Richard Young
.

(Episcopal)

,

298-2040
SUNDAY:
9:30 A.M. Lutheran
5.30 p.m. Episcopal

THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Episcopal

Eucharist with
supper following

Open daily

8 a.m.-I0 p.m.
or^

,t....,,
0.....v
V

,
*
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ardlie,
s.t k

’62 TR3. Good condition. $895. Call
294-1087.
YAMAHA 80 TRAIL bike, ’64, $180
,h extras, excellent condition. Call
286-8986.
’55 AH COMPLETELY rebuilt engine
new tires. $499. 295.5058.
’65 HONDA 305 dream. A.1 condition
Recent tune-up. $425/best offer. Ba,
Fatfah, Moulder Hall. 294-2927.
ATTENTION SURFERS, BANDS, etc. ’57
Pontiac Hearse - 347 cu. in. excel.
’good body. $495. Call
269.h2aki
0’3;Oca’after 5.
TR-3 it R&H. Good condition. $450.
Ph.,^e evenings 266-5803 or 241-3988.
’62 MG MIDGET. Looks sharp and runs
well. $750 Of best offer. Call 257-0’
’53 MG-TD. GoJcl condition - Savo
Call 293.1612.
’66 SEARS SPORTCYCLE. 106 CC.
60.70 MPH, 100 MPG. See at 348 S.
I I th. Apt. I or call 286.8780. Only

Try our . . .
Small Steak $1.35
Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
imbo Burger on
French Bread .85

VW ENGINE ’62. 40 HP. 504 miles.
$140. Cheap parts
I
"
.e,/t
s service - 293-4757.
’56 CADILLAC. EXCELLENT condition
5 ."- 6a Vespa $90. Call 294-7103.
’65 VV/ BUS. Sunroof. $1450. Will con
trade on late model -Bug.’ Call
s. - 6 p.m. 258-3723.
’66 DUCAT!. 250 cc Monza. $475. 6000
miles recent tune up. Fine shape. Call
287.1508.
’66 BSA 650. Excellent condition. Call
251.3957.
’58 METROPOLITAN. EXCELLENT con d
RH. New Tires. Great gas saver.
$225 or offer. 354.7943 after 6 p.m.
’60 VW. TOP condition. Must sell. $550
or best offer. Call 248.6425 after 5 p.m.
’64 CORVETTE. LOOKS like a ’67.
Bahama Blue. 2 tops, 427 hood. 4 speed,
snags, new tires, interior, paint. Call
252.2258.
650 ISA SUPER rocket $450. 50 MGTD
Right hand drive. Make offer. 369 E.
William. Call 294-9752.
’62 VW MICROBUS. RED and grey.
5800. Call 948.8710.
’67 VW VARIANT AM & FM & mar
extras. Back from Europe. $2195. Co
292-6298.
’57 STUDEBAKER. 4 door. Heater,
.--drive, radio. $105. Call 656-8438.
SUZUKI )C,6 250 CC. Like new through’
$525. Call 317 0819.
I

8 SAILBOAT, EL TORO .,pe. $75. 14
2- o264 or 295.2827.
.
5 PORSCHE CHROME rims, fit VW’s
52/0 new, must sell. $150. Call Barbara
at 287.1848 after 11 a.m.
JUDSON SUPERCHARGER & vacuum
gauge for 40 HP VW - guaranteed.
Call 253-9147 after 6 p.m.
GUITAR. Goya 6I0 classic. Immaculate. With case $80. Cost $140. Call Ken
295.1967.
SMALL- MOUNTAIN COTTAGE with
view. 35 minutes from SJS campus.
$13 500. Call 353.2076.
HELP WANTED 141

I. ,II
II

I 11,11111 le’

PART TIME
APPLIANCE OUTLET HAS openings
for 3 young /nen in the sales department. Must be able to work 20 hours
a week for 550. For irrerview call J56.
1263. 10-11 ant.; 3-5 p.m. daily.
ATHLETIC TYPE MALE college student 18 or over. Jacket size 40 or over
for outdoor work on amusement device
after school or weekends. $1.50 hr. Call
collect 322.7512 or 324-2502 ask fel
Mr. Edwardson.
WANTED: THAI STUDENT to teach
Thai language once a week. Call 287
0283. 271 S. 4th St. #E.
WE NEED I DINNER hasher, 5 nights
a week. Call Acacia Fraternity at 2939611 or drop by 201 S. 13th St.
WANTED: UPPER DIVISION math stuse_r_rii_in Math 134 & 128.
d.,
d 354.9177 at 6:30 weekdays.
Ca’ 1.1
MORNINGS OR EVENINGS FREE?
F

$5,53inwinit3h/SLaIlFeEry/MBonquas.
298.5433.
FRIENDLY PERSON TO keep lively 2.
company from 12-1:45 p.m.
. I Mordays. Call 287-0515.
INVESTMENT - INSURANCE. LARGE
., r n seeks part time
uusmen who can be trained to
o
en’p money with our revolutionary
inv,s.ment package. Our full-time men
earn fabulous amounts each week. One
sale a week will match your present
monthly income. For applications call
Mn, Michels at 292-8709. 9:30 are, to
m
BABY SITTER FOR 3 -year old girl.
k 2 a.m. $15 week. 295-2030.
1.,1
.

MALE OR FEMALE RIDE operators, MALE GRAD. STUDENT WANTS to
hostesses at Frontier Village. Write for share 2 lacIrm., I 1 2 bath apt. 1 mile
from campus. Handsomely furnished.
application. 4885 Monterey Rd. S. J.
287-0983 between 8 & 9 a.m. or
HASHERS NEEDED. SIG Ep House 234 Call
295-6302 after 5 p.m.
S. 11th or call 293-9320 anytime. Ex.
APPROVED WOMEN’S HOUSING concellent food.
tract for sale - contact housemother
at Kennedy Hall 555 South 10th.
HOUSING 151
MALE STUDENT SHARE house-roon.
$48.50 including hum3 rrn. & kit. pi,.
NEEDED 2 FEMALE roommates to share utilities. 167 E. St. John St. 295.6869
nice apartment on Ilth St. Pool. $35/mo.
NEED MATURE MALE student to share
Call 298-2683 after 5.
large 2 bdrm. apt. on N. 5th St. $70
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Nice fr,C.r. Call 292-1495.
apt. 1/7 block from campus. $55/mo. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED iroCall 286.5584 after 5.
n.,
Coll 297 39L/
3 yen.
3 GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE. 2 bed- FOR A NEAT AMBITIOUS GAL. boar
room. 2 baths. 781 S. 11th. #I6. Call
295-2671. $50.
in eo_hon-e for hot,’ hc,kekeeping &
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Un- some bale silting. 356.5696 evening..
S.
15th.
approved. Near S. J. Hosp. 57
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Near ccl
#2 $47.50/mo. 297.4434 evenings.
legs. Electric kitchen, garage, water.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED jr. or lease. 258.2431;251.0421.
sx. 470 S. 11th. #I9 or call 244-2015. MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to shai100 UNIT APARTMENT complex now studio apt. at 357 S. 4th St. #4. $5,
being made available. Peninsula Towne. Call 292-8137.
house, 1560 Quebec Court, Sunnyvale.
ac
Call 245.3722. Featuring - 2 bdrm. FEMALE TO SHARE I bdrm. 4..
furnished unit, electric kitchen, living quire at LaDonna Apts. 385- S.
room & laundry facilities. 13.8 miles ROOM & BOARD FOR 2 girls in pi
from campus. $55 each - I year lease vete home. Large room with bath +
exclusive use of adjoining family roe-,
or $65 each, monthly.
GIRL WANTED TO share two bedroom for study & entertaining - privacy apt. wilh three other girls. $41/mo. $100/mo. each. 251.2234.
545 S. 7th. #12. 295.1899.
LOST AND FOUND 161
DRIVER WANTED, ICE cream, soft drink
route. Hrs. 1-7 daily & 10.7 Sat.. Sun.,
holidays & free time. Mn, Eliott, 297- LOST THURS. 9-28, VICINITY of S.
4228. 358 N Montoomery S. J
11th & S i fo,rnando, r
black sim13
z wee).
tiger ,
Male abo
5 r
Call 29"

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

PERSONALS I’D

’65
11 BARRACUDA. Big engine, crager
.wserranty. Perfect
;6e1d736

FOR SALE 131

STAMP
OUT
HUNGER!

t.

-

AUTOMOTIVE 121

...

,

A. J. BROMMER, PASTOR 292-5404
R. NICHOLUS, VICAR 298-3718

MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
cad
weddi,g rings. Original ieweay
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
354,8100.

New
CHRYSLER SARATOGA.
c. New battery. radiator.
. gine. Call 961-7365.
’67 HONDA CB 160. 4000 miles. Excel.
.
Call Mike 968-3257
’ 1

HOWARD’S

7111 and !-4.1111.1 Chu..

COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 7 P.M.

’58

s7.1-,,ize.

4

YOGA
Philosophy
CLASSES
MEDITATION. Call 8
dolly 286-5487.
FRUSTRATION! Give
i"
I yr. $6.50, other
fame, a..ailable. Call Jim
CH 8.1593.
YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO put your
beliefs about peace & humanity
c.
through the AFSC. Call
nn to the meeting at
2-- r, -:Ii TODAY!
PRACTICE AND
,o ...qv of
10 c_rn.
GIRLS: FIGHT
.
..r , ,

Iti

.

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

Spartan Daily Classifieds

OCTOBER 8
The Supreme Verdict -

the

374 South 3rd Street

All aeronautics students must
followed by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
indicate specific courses, in which
with a 2.55 g.p.a.
In winning the Spring trophy, they are planning to enroll, to the
Theta Xi both won the annual department.
- - - -

MONDAY. OCTOBER 9
5.45 per.Forurn-D.scussion of Crye.Biology
Hear Lambert Dolphin on
"Can We End Racial Discrimination?"
at Royce Hall Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

1 /_
"THE NEW"
WINESKIN
College Student Center

uo Me, arcr

., S PARTAIA\I
, . \ 111,1-C 1

New ’Jazz’ Class
To Swing Monday
’The Jazz Scene Today," a cla -offered by the Experimental 0,1
lege, will feature recordings, (1:-cussions, and night club visits I..
acquaint students with current
trends in the jazz field.
Dwight Cannon, instructor
the Music Department, will
the organizational meetinc .f t It. class Monday afternoon at
the lawn between the Mu, 1, Art Buildings.
The program is designed ’’Co ..
quaint people with wha
ing in jazz-- what dir.,:’,.
taking,- Cannon said. -The pi
gram will include whatever
necesary to get the point act-o -This could include guest artist
and faculty members and en
trips to the clubs where jazz
performed.- The program
emphasize changes in the art.
One of the big changes in 1,
American jazz scene may rsill.,
a result of recent Sect,
gains. Cannon said. "If t):.
achieves what he desh,
tude will definitely chilli...,
music will change with it."

hy

Lutheran Church Missouir Synod

iPirlil

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

1joue

3 HASHERS NEEDED. D.S.P. Fraternity.
124 S. 11th or call 292-0243 after 7:30

O.R1

PHONE FROM YOUR own desk in air
conditioned office. .5 min. from campus.
Part time, evenings & permanent. Salary
+ bonus. 298.1267

SERVICES (8)
RENT A TV OR s+ereo from Esche’s. Free
delivery, free service. Call 251.2598.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS,
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2699674.
EXPERT PROFESSIONAL TYPING, ny
r
home. Call 251.0543 after 5 p.m.
weekends. Will pick up.
CHILD CARE IN my hon..
L.efered
yard, todler &
371.2449.
TRANSPORTATION 191
FLY TO LOS ANGELES area every
weekend. Safety & experience. For a
Pleasant trip call 297-1252 evenings.
GIRL WOULD LIKE riders to Merced
on weekends: $3 round tO,..
Triumph; 295.4949 after 5 p

’ELLEN HAS ASKED TO HAVE SOME OVEgNiar GoEsT5
-130 CHECK AND SEE IF THEY AE ALL aIRLS."

CLASSIFIED RATES

to buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines j One day
One day

3
4
5
6

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San Jose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

lines Ll.50
lines 2.00
lines 2.50
lines 3.00

Add this
amount for
each addi
tlonal line

.50

Three days

five days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
Ion Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
D Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
o For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
ID Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
13 Personals (7)
D Services (8)
Transportation (9)

o

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

o

Name

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

’Tuesday & Thursday
II a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.

13

STUDENTS - PART TIME
Fur
ALSO FULL TIME
PART TIME, GUARANTEED $30 weekly
for 10.15 hours. Full tm guaranteed
$92 weekly for 40 hours. Plus commission. Call 356.1263 10.11 a.m.; 3-5 pin.
daily.
a

To Place
an ad:

Pont)
days.

Phone
Please allow 2 days

Address
Enclosed Is $

atter placing

Start ad on
ter ad to appear.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
(Date)

